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Mentor Conference 2 – session aims 

To understand: 

> The importance of the second year of the Early Career Teachers Programme  

> The similarities and differences of the second year 

> Your role as mentor within the programme in year 2 

> The importance of self-regulation in teacher expertise 

> How teachers get better – a theory of teacher change 

> How to adapt instructional coaching as early career teachers develop expertise 

 

Today’s session 

Section 1: Year 2: what and why      Page 3 

Section 2: Science of learning      Page 5 

Section 3: How teachers get better      Page 11 

Section 4: Adapting the coaching model     Page 12 

Section 5: Instructional coaching      Page 15 

Section 6: Implementation and reflection     Page 26
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Section 1: Year 2 of the Early Career Framework 

Reflection 

> Share something from year 1 of the programme which you are proud of 

> Share a challenge from year 1 of the programme that you managed to overcome 

> Share the aspects of the programme that you and your early career teacher(s) found most 

helpful 

  

> Which areas of the framework do you feel that your ECT(s) has developed a strong level of 

understanding of?  

> Which elements might they need further support or practice to master? 
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Check for understanding 

Which of these statements about year 2 are true? 

a) Mentors and early career teachers both have funded time to meet. 

b) Only early career teachers have funded time to meet. 

c) Early career teachers have already learnt all of the self-study content. 

d) Early career teachers no longer need instructional coaching. 
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Section 2: How people learn 

Test v Study 

 

Adapted from: Roediger & Karpicke (2006) 

Retrieval practice 

1. Using the space on the following page, write down an explanation of Willingham’s simple 

model of memory.  Try to include information about: 

> Working memory 

> Long-term memory 

> Implications for teachers 

2. What is a mental model (schema)? 

3. Explain how the mental models of novices and experts differ. 

 

See appendix on page 30 for prompts. 
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Building mental models 

 

(Furst, 2018, available at: https://sites.google.com/view/efratfurst/learning-in-the-brain) 

 

  

Space for notes: 

https://sites.google.com/view/efratfurst/learning-in-the-brain
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Teacher expertise 

Expertise as mental models 

As teachers move from novice to expert, they develop increasingly powerful mental models in the 

following broad domains: 

Path – Knowledge of the pathway towards mastery of a curriculum, including: the concepts and 

process that pupils need to know at different stages of their journeys; how these are best 

represented and sequenced (Hattie, 2003; Westerman, 1991); as well as common obstacles to 

progress (Sadler, 2016).  

Pupil – Knowledge of what their pupils know and don't know, what motivates and concerns them, 

and how these things change over time (Berliner, 2004, Schempp, 2002). The development of pupil 

knowledge is produced (and limited) by teacher assessment knowledge (Christodoulou, 2017; 

Wiliam, 2016). 

Pedagogy – Knowledge of how learning works and how to catalyse it. This area draws on fields such 

as cognitive and behavioural science (Deans for Impact, 2015) as well as personal experience, to 

help teachers build a mental model of the learner (Willingham, 2017b). It encompasses cognitive, 

emotional, social and cultural dimensions of learning. 

Self-Regulation – Knowledge of how to analyse, evaluate and iterate their own knowledge and 

action towards increasing impact (Ericsson, 2015; Hattie, 2012). This includes an awareness of their 

own cognitive biases and how to mitigate them.  

Reduce the power of any of these domains and teacher impact declines accordingly. 

(Mccrea, 2018) 

Check for understanding 

Which of the following statements are true? 

a) Once an idea is in long-term memory, we can recall it easily 

b) Practising using knowledge or skills in different contexts makes it easier to recall them in 

the long-term 

c) Having a more developed mental model of an idea means it is better linked to other ideas 

so is easier to recall 

d) Long-term memory appears to be unlimited, so we can remember and recall everything we 

have learnt 

e) Once teachers have built expertise in a skill in one context, they will easily be able to apply 

this to other contexts. 
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Reflection 

Think about one of the teachers you have worked with over the past year. 

> Which areas are priorities for further developing their mental models in year 2? You could 

consider: 

> Areas where they appear to have limited mental models 

> Areas where they appear to have well-developed mental models and require 

challenge 

> How could you use Furst’s ideas about varying practice to support this? 

 

Metacognition 

> Cognition: the mental process involved in knowing, understanding and learning. 

> Metacognition:  the ways learners monitor and purposefully direct their learning. 

> Motivation: our willingness to engage our metacognitive and cognitive skills. 

(EEF, 2017) 
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Summary 

Summarise what we’ve discussed about metacognition.  You might include: 

> What is metacognition? 

> How can we support pupils (and teachers) in developing metacognitive skills? 

> How does metacognition link to Mccrea’s four domains of expert teacher 

knowledge? 
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Section 3: Teacher change 

Reflection 

> Think about something you coached your ECT on earlier this year but that you haven’t 

returned to.  How will you revisit this in year 2? 

> How successful were you in embedding habits with your ECT this year?  What was 

effective?  What will you change in year 2? 

> How do Furst’s ideas about the development of mental models link to the coaching 

process? 
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Section 4: Adapting the coaching model 

Expertise as action 

As people become more expert in a field or topic, they have greater levels of knowledge which are 

better organised into useful mental models in their long-term memory. These mental models mean 

that experts display what appears to be intuition but reflects extensive experience which allows 

them to see and think about problems differently (Berliner, 1988).  

Expertise as action 

Perception – Expert teachers perceive events at a deeper, more abstract level.  

Simulation – Experts more accurately pre-empt consequences of actions as their mental models 

allow them to predict what the likely outcomes will be and make an effective professional 

judgement accordingly. 

Execution – Experts are more flexible in their decision making and the action they take is the most 

efficient way of dealing with the problem. 

Conservation – Expert teachers have automated many elements of their practice which allows 

them to focus their attention on the most important parts of teaching.  

 

Teacher perception 

“In the lesson I noticed X.  What can you tell me about it?” 

“What impact did this have on pupil learning?” 

 

What might an ECT’s response to these questions tell you? 
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Perceive scenario 

When observing your ECT as the mentor, you have noticed that pupils ran out of time during a self-

assessment task.  This is because pupils were slow to start the task because they were given too 

much time to get their equipment ready. 

You want to see if your ECT has noticed the same thing, and whether they can diagnose the issue 

correctly, so you ask: 

“What can you tell me about how pupils self-assessed their work in the lesson?” 

The table below contains three possible answers to this question. 

1. What is each answer telling you about the teacher’s perception?  

2. In each case, what question would you ask next? Would you need to be more or less 

directive? 

3. [Optional stretch question] If you know your teacher will find this hard write a different 

question which scaffolds them to notice what you want.  

 

Teacher A “All the pupils used green pens [in line with school policy] to self-assess their work.” 

Teacher B “Some of the pupils ran out of time for the self-assessment.” 

Teacher C “It took some of the pupils quite a long time to start doing the self-assessment, so 
they ran out of time.” 
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Section 5: Instructional coaching 

Instructional coaching quiz 

1. Which of the following are active ingredients of instructional coaching? 

a) A standardised routine 

b) Steplab 

c) Bite-sized steps for improvement 

d) Time for reflection 

e) Choosing the highest leverage action step 

f) Clear model of better 

g) Deliberate practice 

2. What are the key elements of deliberate practice? 

3. Explain how instructional coaching helps build teachers’ mental models. 
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Case study for examples 

Nick is coaching Leah, a teacher at the start of her second year of induction.  Leah has made strong 

progress during her first induction year.  Having completed her ITT in the same school she also has 

considerable knowledge of the school procedures and culture.  Although Leah built effective 

routines for behaviour last year, Nick has decided to revisit the behaviour strand for at least the 

first half term of the second year.  This will provide Leah with support in transferring and adapting 

her routines to her new class(es), as well as the opportunity to practise some of the skills in 

modules that were not covered in year 1.  Coaching Leah on the same area for a period of time will 

help Leah to build her sense of self-efficacy in this area; the sense of success will also build her 

confidence. 

So far this term, Leah and Nick have worked on re-establishing routines (B2) and directing pupils’ 

attention during modelling (B7). Leah’s most recent self-study was B10: Independent practice, 

which she hadn’t studied in year 1. From talking to Leah and watching her teach this term, Nick had 

already thought that she might benefit from some support with setting up independent practice.  

He decided to observe a segment of the lesson where Leah was moving from modelling to 

independent practice; this would give him a good opportunity to identify whether Leah really did 

need to work on setting up independent practice next. 

In the lesson, Nick noticed that when Leah set pupils going on an independent task, some of them 

got stuck quickly and couldn’t resolve their problems without Leah’s help.  Leah’s instructions for 

the task and her explanation beforehand were both clear – she was achieving her previous action 

step of directing pupils’ attention to the key aspects of her model.  Leah also checked for 

understanding using a multiple-choice question.  Nick noticed that the pupils who were able to get 

on with the task were using the worked example on the board and looking back through their notes 

for support. He decided to look at the development area “Establishing clear expectations for 

independent practice” and narrows his focus to “Teacher gives pupils strategies to tackle the work 

if they think they are stuck before resorting to asking the teacher”.  He decides to start with the 

most straightforward action step as he knows he can always add challenge into the practice.  Nick 

chooses the step: “Before pupils do independent work, give them one strategy they should use 

before asking you for help with tackling the content of the task, e.g. refer to the example on the 

board.”  

The success criteria for the action step are: 

> Concrete: ‘Look at the example on the board.’ NOT ‘Think about what I just taught you.’ 

> Applicable: teacher gives a strategy that will be helpful for pupils across tasks. 
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Example: Model & analyse 

Example – success criteria  

Step  Success criteria Met? (Y/N)   

Sharing the 
action step 

The mentor shares the new action step with the teacher and 
links it to the module. 

 

Delivering the 
model 

Demonstration: The mentor provides a demonstration of the 
technique/strategy. 

 

Authentic: The mentor models as though delivering to the class, 
without ‘breaking out’ of role. 

 

Exposes thinking: The mentor uses a ‘whole-part-whole’ 
structure: first sharing the whole model, then breaking it down 
to show the success criteria, then modelling whole action step. 

 

The model 
itself 

All criteria: The model exemplifies all the success criteria for 
the action step (below). 

 

Nothing extra: The model does not contain unnecessary 
additional information. 

 

Concrete: ‘Look at the example on the board.’ NOT ‘Think about 
what I just taught you.’ 

 

Applicable: teacher gives a strategy that will be helpful for 
pupils across tasks. 

 

Analyse  The mentor asks the teacher to use the success criteria to 
explain what was effective about the model. If needed, tell 
them what they have missed.  

 

The mentor asks the teacher to reflect on the difference 
between their current practice and the model. If needed, tell 
them what they have missed. 

 

The mentor asks the teacher when else that could use this 
action step in their practice and why it would be appropriate. 

 

What other questions did the mentor ask? 
How were they effective?  
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Case study for practising 

We will use a similar case study to practise, but with a different action step. This time we will 

consider Shifa who is mentoring Frank, an ECT. Their context is similar to that of Leah and Nick 

from earlier. 

Shifa is coaching Frank, a teacher at the start of his second year of induction.  Frank has made 

strong progress during his first induction year.  Having completed his ITT in the same school he also 

has considerable knowledge of the school procedures and culture.  Although Frank built effective 

routines for behaviour last year, Shifa has decided to revisit the behaviour strand for at least the 

first half term of the second year.  This will provide Frank with support in transferring and adapting 

his routines to his new class(es), as well as the opportunity to practise some of the skills in modules 

that were not covered in year 1.  Coaching Frank on the same area of teaching for a period of time 

will help Frank to build his sense of self-efficacy in this area; the sense of success will also build his 

confidence. 

Frank has discussed with Shifa that although he feels that she is successful at getting pupils to 

follow his instructions, he’d like to get them to do this more quickly, to make better use of the 

lesson time.  This helped Shifa focus on a particular aspect of Frank’s practice when she watched 

his lesson. 

In the lesson, Shifa noticed that when Frank gives instructions, he gets pupils attention successfully 

and is positioned so he can check they follow his instructions.  Shifa agreed with Frank that some 

pupils are taking longer than they need to, and thinks that module B4: Directing Attention might 

contain some techniques that Frank might find effective.  She thinks that he can utilise the norms 

he has set in the classroom to push them to do this. She decided to look at the development area 

“Using positive reinforcement and social norms” and narrows her focus to “Teacher encourages 

pupils to quickly follow their instructions using repeated positive reinforcement and time limits”.  

She decides to start with the most complex action step as Frank is already using some positive 

reinforcement.  Shifa chooses the step: “Encourage pupils to follow your instructions quickly by 

using a time limit in your instructions and quickening the pace of your voice as you reinforce the 

behaviours you see.” 

The success criteria for the action step are: 

> Timed: the instructions state the specific actions pupils need to take in an ambitious but 

achievable time limit.  

> Build reinforcement: teacher calls out the behaviour and continues highlighting more and 

more pupils doing it, e.g. “Jamie has his sheet stuck in... now the front row all do...' 

> Quick-fire: the pace of reinforcement quickens as more pupils do the behaviour, 

highlighting that following instructions is the social norm. 

> Measured: teacher shows appreciation for positive behaviour but does not treat it as an 

accomplishment when it is not, e.g. ‘Front row have their pens moving.’ NOT ‘Fantastic! It 

is great to see the front row with their pens moving.’ 
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Practise: Model & analyse 

Action Step  

Encourage pupils to follow your instructions 

Planning the model & analyse section 

You have up to 5 minutes to plan your model to deliver to your partner and plan the questions you 

will ask them to support them to analyse the difference between the model and their practise. 

Space to plan your model: 

 

Success criteria for your model: 

In general: 

> Demonstration: The mentor provides a demonstration of the technique/strategy. 

> Authentic: The mentor models as though delivering to the class, without ‘breaking out’ of 

role. 

> Exposes thinking: The mentor uses a ‘whole-part-whole’ structure: first sharing the whole 

model, then breaking it down to show the success criteria, then modelling whole action 

step. 

> All criteria: The model exemplifies all the success criteria for the action step (below). 

> Nothing extra: The model does not contain unnecessary additional information. 

For this model in particular: 

> Timed: the instructions state the specific actions pupils need to take in an ambitious but 

achievable time limit.  

> Build reinforcement: teacher calls out the behaviour and continues highlighting more and 

more pupils doing it, e.g. “Jamie has his sheet stuck in... now the front row all do...' 

> Quick-fire: the pace of reinforcement quickens as more pupils do the behaviour, 

highlighting that following instructions is the social norm. 

> Measured: teacher shows appreciation for positive behaviour but does not treat it as an 

accomplishment when it is not, e.g. ‘Front row have their pens moving.’ NOT ‘Fantastic! It 

is great to see the front row with their pens moving.’ 
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The practice tasks on Steplab are: 

> Access the resources for an upcoming lesson. 

> Script a set of instructions you will need to deliver that lesson and include a time limit, e.g. 

‘When I say go, you will pack your equipment in your bags and stand behind your desks 

silently. Let’s see if we can get it down to 15 seconds.’ 

> Select a behaviour you expect some pupils will do immediately and others will need some 

support remembering to do. 

> Script statements you will say that would show pupils more and more of them are 

following your instructions quickly, e.g. ‘Karen and Jason have tucked their chairs under 

neatly... So has everyone on the front table...' 

> Stand up in role to practise delivering the instruction, scanning the class and delivering the 

quick, positive reinforcement as if the pupils were present. 

Space to plan the analyse section of the meeting: 

Note to person acting as the teacher, use the case study to guide your answers to the questions. 

Practising the model and analyse section 

Timing:  10 minutes per round  

> 5 minutes: Person one as the mentor shares the action step and the model and leads the 

analyse conversation with person two as the teacher 

> 2 minutes: Person two provides feedback to person one based on the success criteria  

> 3 minutes: Person one re-practises the relevant section based on the feedback to improve 

> Swap roles  

Default prompts: 

> Can you use the criteria to explain what was effective about my model? 

> What is the difference between my model and your current practice?  Use the 

criteria to help you. 

> Where and when might you use this step? 
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Step  
Sharing the action 
step 

Success criteria 
You share the new action step with 
the teacher and link it to the module  

Put a tick in this box if the success 
criteria have been met and a cross 
if it has not   

Round 1 Round 2 

Delivering the 
model 

Demonstration: You provide a 
demonstration of the 
technique/strategy 

  

Delivering the 
model 

Authentic: You model as though 
delivering to the class, without 
‘breaking out’ of role 

  

Exposes thinking: You use a ‘whole-
part-whole’ structure: first you share 
the whole model, then break it down 
to show the success criteria, then 
model the whole action step. 

  

The model itself All criteria: The model exemplifies 
all the success criteria for the action 
step (below) 

  

Nothing extra: The model does not 
contain unnecessary additional 
information 

  

Timed: the instructions state the 
specific actions pupils need to take 
in an ambitious but achievable time 
limit.  

  

Build reinforcement: teacher calls 
out the behaviour and continues 
highlighting more and more pupils 
doing it, e.g. “Jamie has his sheet 
stuck in... now the front row all do...' 

  

Quick-fire: the pace of 
reinforcement quickens as more 
pupils do the behaviour, highlighting 
that following instructions is the 
social norm. 

  

Measured: teacher shows 
appreciation for positive behaviour 
but does not treat it as an 
accomplishment when it is not, e.g. 
‘Front row have their pens moving.’ 
NOT ‘Fantastic! It is great to see the 
front row with their pens moving.’ 

  

What went well –  
 

Next time try –  
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Example: Practise 

Success criteria  

Section Success Criteria Put a tick in this box if the 
success criteria has been 
met and a cross if it has 
not   

Setting up the 
practise 

The mentor explains how the practise will run.  

The mentor provides the success criteria that 
they will provide feedback on the basis of. 

 

During the 
practise  

The mentor scaffolds the practise, firstly by 
asking the teacher to script and read out the 
script and then asking the teacher to stand up 
and practise. 

 

The mentor provides feedback related to the 
success criteria and asks the teacher to re-
practise. 

 

 Concrete: ‘Look at the example on the board.’ 
NOT ‘Think about what I just taught you.’ 

 

 Applicable: teacher gives a strategy that will be 
helpful for pupils across tasks. 

 

What went well –  
 

Next time try –  
 

 

 

Reflection  

> How does the mentor use feedback to stretch the ECT? 
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Practise: Practise 

Firstly, you are going to script your instructions. After that I will ask you to read through them and 

check them against the success criteria.  Then I will ask you to deliver them in role as a teacher. 

I will then give you feedback based on the success criteria and you will re-practise based on the 

feedback.  

The success criteria are: 

> Timed: the instructions state the specific actions pupils need to take in an ambitious but 

achievable time limit.  

> Build reinforcement: teacher calls out the behaviour and continues highlighting more and 

more pupils doing it, e.g. “Jamie has his sheet stuck in... now the front row all do...' 

> Quick-fire: the pace of reinforcement quickens as more pupils do the behaviour, 

highlighting that following instructions is the social norm. 

> Measured: teacher shows appreciation for positive behaviour but does not treat it as an 

accomplishment when it is not, e.g. ‘Front row have their pens moving.’ NOT ‘Fantastic! It 

is great to see the front row with their pens moving.’ 

Frank’s instructions (to be played by the person being the teacher)  

When I say go, I want you to pass the sheets backwards down your row.  Let’s see if we can get this 

done in under 15 seconds. 

1. Person nearest the window takes one sheet, passes the rest to their partner. 

2. Partner takes one sheet and passes the rest behind them. 

3. Repeat until everyone has a sheet. 

4. Keep any spare sheets at the back. 

5. Go! 

Frank will use a countdown and provide reinforcement after giving the instructions. 

Space for any edits you wish to the practice    
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How will you practise?  

Tell your partner whether it is most useful for you to focus on stretching a high-performing ECT – if 

it is then they will attempt to practise to a high standard straight away, if not then they will plan to 

make mistakes. 

Timing:  10 minutes per round  

> 6 minutes: Person one will run the practise. For the purpose of the practise when asked by 

the mentor to write down your instructions, as the teacher, please just say completed, in 

order to save time (as you will be using the instructions on the previous page).  

> 1 minute: Person two will provide feedback based on the success criteria 

> 3 minutes: person one will re-practise a relevant section based on the feedback  

> Swap roles  

 

Success criteria  

Section Success Criteria Put a tick in this box if the success criteria has 
been met and a cross if it has not 

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 

Setting up the 
practise 

The mentor explains how 
the practise will run 
 

    

The mentor provides the 
success criteria that they 
will provide feedback on 
the basis of  
 

    

During the 
practise  

The mentor scaffolds the 
practise, firstly by asking 
the teacher to script and 
read out the script and 
then asking the teacher to 
stand up and practise  
 

    

The mentor provides 
feedback related to the 
success criteria and asks 
the teacher to re-practise  
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 Timed: the instructions 
state the specific actions 
pupils need to take in an 
ambitious but achievable 
time limit.  

    

 Build reinforcement: 
teacher calls out the 
behaviour and continues 
highlighting more and 
more pupils doing it, e.g. 
“Jamie has his sheet stuck 
in... now the front row all 
do...' 

    

 Quick-fire: the pace of 
reinforcement quickens as 
more pupils do the 
behaviour, highlighting that 
following instructions is the 
social norm. 

    

 Measured: teacher shows 
appreciation for positive 
behaviour but does not 
treat it as an 
accomplishment when it is 
not, e.g. ‘Front row have 
their pens moving.’ NOT 
‘Fantastic! It is great to see 
the front row with their 
pens moving.’ 

    

What went well –  
 

Next time try –  
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Section 6: Implementation 

Preparing for year 2 

Dos: Don’ts: 

> Do make sure that you and your ECT(s) 
have timetabled time to meet.  Remember 
that the funding covers a 5% reduction in 
timetable for early career teachers, and 
time for mentors to meet with teachers. 

> Don’t cram in additional self-study or 
coaching sessions in the summer term this 
academic year.  There is no need to ‘finish’ 
the content in Year 1.  In fact, this is likely 
to be actively unhelpful.  All the content 
will continue to be available in Year 2. 

> Do spend time reflecting on the first year 
of the programme, individually and 
together.  What went well?  Did you 
effectively build habits?  What would you 
do differently? 

> Don’t spend time ‘collecting evidence’ for 
the content within the ECF.  The ECF is an 
entitlement to support and is not linked to 
assessment for passing induction. 

 

Enabling conditions 

> Mentor/teacher relationship  

> Time 

> Leadership support  

> School culture 

> ECT subject/phase knowledge 

> Effective habits and routines for coaching (and ECT study)  
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(Re-)contracting 

> Did you use the contracting process to set up your ways of working in September?  Did you 

recontract at any point during the year? 

> How did addressing the contracting questions (below) in advance set the relationship up 

effectively? 

> What do you want from this relationship? 

> Where might you need help?   

> When you had a really good working relationship in the past, what happened?  

> When things go wrong, what does that look like on your end? How do you behave?  

> When things go wrong - as they inevitably will- how shall we manage that?  

> If you didn’t make use of the contracting structure, what did you do to successfully build a 

relationship with your teacher? 

> Whether you used the contracting structure or not, is there anything you would do 

differently, or plan to address at the start of the second year? 
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Reflection on year 1: habits 

> How did you successfully embed habits – both in terms of routines around coaching and 

your ECT’s practice? 

> Are there any habits you want to embed further? 

> Are there any specific classroom habits (e.g. asking “does that make sense?” instead of 

checking for understanding) you might want to support your ECT to change? 
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Enabling conditions: review 

What might your next steps be in order to ensure that the enabling conditions are in place in 

school?  

 Definitely in place? If not, action needed? 

Has time been protected for 
you and your ECT to meet at 
least fortnightly? 
Is this on both your timetables? 

  

Is support for ECTs prioritised 
by school leadership? 

  

Is regular coaching already a 
well-developed habit?  If not, 
what are your next steps 
towards embedding it as a 
habit?  For you?  For your ECT? 

  

Are you aware of any additional 
support your ECT is likely to 
need, such as additional subject 
knowledge support?  

  

Any other reflections 

 

Discussion 

> What areas of classroom practice is your ECT(s) likely to be able to take greater ownership 

of in year 2? 

> What areas are they still likely to need a greater degree of scaffolding and support? 

> How might you help them choose a focus to start year 2 that allows them to feel 

successful?  
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Action-planning for year 2 

> When are where will you meet for coaching? 

> What areas of the programme will your ECT(s) need to revisit or address gaps in their 

knowledge?   

> What might your focus with your ECT be in September? 

What When Where Notes 

Example: 
Fortnightly coaching meeting 

Wednesday 3:30pm 
(will use timetabled 
reduction for other tasks) 

Sean 
(ECT)’s 
classroom 

 

Example: 
Revisit routines, consistency 
and instructions 

Half-term 1 N/A Sean needs to re-
establish himself with 
new pupils 

    

    

    

    

> What are your key takeaways from today’s session? 
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Appendix 

Support for retrieval practice on page 5 

Simple Memory Model 

 

(Willingham, 2009) 

 

> Working memory is limited (4-5 items). 

> Long-term memory appears to be limitless. 

 

Mental models 

> Mental models are the knowledge you have and how that knowledge is organised. 

> Expertise is domain specific. 

> Novices have simple mental models, focused on surface level features. 

> Experts have extensive mental models with knowledge grouped and organised according to 

its deep structures. 

Mentor curriculum 

When What Content 

June/July 
> Pre-conference learning 

> Mentor conference 2 

> Introduction to year 2 of the 

programme 

Year 2 

> (Re-)contracting with your ECT 

> (Re-)start instructional coaching 

> Mentor clinic (3 of 3) 

> Coaching on coaching (3 of 3) 

 

 

> Deliberate practice: action steps 

> 1:1 coaching session 
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Active ingredients of instructional coaching (for reference) 

The active ingredients of instructional coaching are the factors which make instructional coaching 

effective. Every instructional coaching session should include the following principles, otherwise 

the impact of the session will be less.  

Clear model of better  

The teacher’s mental model of the skill of behaviour that is being focussed on may be incomplete 

or contain misconceptions. It is therefore critical that the teacher is given a clear model of what 

good looks like. It is also important to explain why the desired state is effective, why it will improve 

the teacher’s practice and what the impact will be on student learning. This will support the 

teacher buy into the process.  

Bite sized steps for improvement 

It is not enough to have a desired state, the actions and practice which make this desired state 

need to be broken down into small, clear steps so that teachers can practise and receive feedback 

on them. This ensures that the teacher is not overwhelmed, and the behaviour or skill is more likely 

to be embedded into practice.  

Deliberate practice 

Deliberate practice allows teachers to practise and crucially receive feedback on a small element of 

their teaching in controlled environment, helping them to form new habits.  

A standardised routine  

If the coaching doesn’t happen on a regular basis, it is more difficult to embed new teaching habits. 

The power of the coaching model lies in the small incremental steps made in order to improve 

teaching practice. This is only possible if coaching happens regularly. 

The principles of deliberate practice (for reference) 

 

For more information read Deans For Impact, Practice with Purpose - https://deansforimpact.org/resources/practice-

with-purpose/  

  

https://deansforimpact.org/resources/practice-with-purpose/
https://deansforimpact.org/resources/practice-with-purpose/
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